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Fill up the blanks (10 x 1=10)

1. What are the main components of a data communication system

2. A file IS a

3. The process of loading Operating system in to primary memory is known as

4. DOS is

5. Mnemonics are used in

6. is a multi user multi task operating system

7. In machine language information is represented as and

8. Q is a programming language

9. SQL stands for '

10. The and together is called as database

n "Write short notes on any FIVE questions (5x 2=10)

1. What is software. How do you classify software
*' i

2. Differentiate between assembler and compiler • « '

3. Briefly describe about any two input devices

4. What are the different types of programming languages. Explain them

5. Differentiate between entry controlled and exit controlled loops

6. What is the need of a network .Explain different types of network^

7. Compare and contrast the features of DOS and UNIX

lU Write short notes on any FIVE questions (5x 4=20)

>l/ Write a C programme to find sum of n even numbers

2. Explain the structure of a C program with example

^ Explain an operating system structure
^ "What is a data type. Explain the 4 basic data types of C

5. Explain the codes used for character representation in computer system

^ Briefly discuss about DBMS

Write notes on Internet. Explain some application



m Write essay on any ONE questions

b) Write a progianime that accepts a number and reverses it
2- a) Explain about memoiy device with examples

b) E.pto fc aifc,. ,,
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